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Camel Integration and Development with Red Hat Fuse on 

OpenShift (AD 421) 

 

COURSE OVERVIEW 

Camel Integration and Development with Red Hat Fuse on OpenShift (AD421) is a hands-on, lab-

based course that gives Java™ developers and architects an understanding of Apache Camel and 

the enhancements and tools Red Hat offers in support of Camel development. 

 

This course is based on Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 7.5, Red Hat® OpenShift® Container Platform 

3.9, Red Hat® Fuse 7.1, and Apache Camel 2.21. 

 

Camel and Red Hat Fuse enable developers to create complex integrations in a simple and 

maintainable format. Camel development is organized around: 

• Routes that define a sequence or flow of processing. 

• Processors that transform, interpret, and modify messages within a Camel route. 

• Components that enable the creation of endpoints that interact with the outside world for 

acquiring and transmitting data. 

This course can assist in preparing for the Red Hat Certified Specialist in Camel Development exam 

(EX421). 
 

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS COURSE? 

• Java developers who need to learn how to use Camel, implement enterprise integration 

patterns (EIPs), and develop integration applications with Camel 

• Java architects who need to understand how Apache Camel can be used in software 

architectures requiring integration between applications 

 

PREREQUISITES 

• Experience in developing and deploying Java EE 7 applications 

• Experience with relational databases, JDBC, and SQL 

• Experience with Java development tools such as Maven and Eclipse 

 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

As a result of taking this course, you will have a strong understanding of fundamental Camel 

concepts, commonly used Camel components and their configurations, and Camel deployment 

options. You will also develop a thorough grasp of enterprise integration patterns to solve 

integration problems. 
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You will be able to demonstrate these skills: 

• Develop Camel routes to integrate systems such as JMS, FTP, Databases, and REST 

services. 

• Filter and transform messages to create integration routes that are highly reliable. 

• Develop tests and use mock components to thoroughly test routes. 

• Create reliable routes by implementing transactional routes that prevent data loss. 

• Increase message throughput by implementing parallel processing in routes. 

• Deploy routes with Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform. 

 

COURSE OUTLINE 

Introduce Red Hat Fuse and Camel 

• Describe how Red Hat Fuse and Camel are used to integrate applications. 

Create routes 

• Develop simple Camel routes. 

Transform data 

• Convert messages between data formats using implicit and explicit transformation. 

Create tests for routes and error handling with Camel 

• Develop reliable routes by developing route tests and handling errors. 

Route with Java beans 

• Create dynamic routes in Camel using Java beans. 

Implement REST services 

• Enable REST support on Camel with Java REST APIs. 

Deploy Camel routes 

• Package and deploy Camel applications for deployment with Red Hat Fuse. 

Implement transactions 

• Provide data integrity in route processing by implementing transactions. 

Implement parallel processing 

• Improve route processing throughput using Camel parallel processing mechanisms. 

Create microservices with Red Hat Fuse 

• Create microservices from Camel routes. 

Deploy microservices with Red Hat Fuse on OpenShift 

• Deploy microservices based on Camel routes to an OpenShift cluster using Red Hat Fuse on 

OpenShift. 

Perform comprehensive review 

• Demonstrate use of the knowledge gained in this course by coding Camel routes. 

 

 

WHY TRAIN WITH SUNSET LEARNING INSTITUTE?  

Sunset Learning Institute (SLI) has been an innovative leader in developing and delivering authorized 

technical training since 1996. Our goal is to help our customers optimize their technology Investments 

by providing convenient, high quality technical training that our customers can rely on. We empower 

students to master their desired technologies for their unique environments.  
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What sets SLI apart is not only our immense selection of trainings options, but our convenient and 

consistent delivery system. No matter how complex your environment is or where you are located, SLI 

is sure to have a training solution that you can count on! 

 

Premiere World Class Instruction Team 

• All SLI instructors have a four-year technical degree, instructor level certifications and field 

consulting work experience 

• Sunset Learning has won numerous Instructor Excellence and Instructor Quality Distinction 

awards since 2012 

 

Enhanced Learning Experience 

• The goal of our instructors during class is ensure students understand the material, guide 

them through our labs and encourage questions and interactive discussions. 

 

Convenient and Reliable Training Experience 

• You have the option to attend classes live with the instructor, at any of our established 

training facilities, or from the convenience of your home or office  

• All Sunset Learning Institute classes are guaranteed to run – you can count on us to deliver 

the training you need when you need it! 

 

Outstanding Customer Service 

• You will work with a dedicated account manager to suggest the optimal learning path for you 

and/or your team  

• An enthusiastic student services team is available to answer any questions and ensure a 

quality training experience 

 

 

Interested in Private Group Training? 

Contact Us 

https://www.sunsetlearning.com/contact-us/

